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How New Strawberries are Invented.
A new variety of fruit produced by man's effort is really a
new invention. The work of originating new fruits corres
ponds to that of inventing'in the domain of the mechanical
industries. Hence a fruit-breeder l;ias some reason for claim
ing to belong in the ranks of inventors. It may be of inter
est to state briefly how new strawberries are invented.
Strawherries do not come true to seed. Fifty or more
plants may be raised from the seed found on the surface of a
single berry. When these seedlings come into bearing ther·e
will be no two exactly alike. Some of the plants will bear
fruit very small in size and perhaps of inferior quality. Up
on others the fruit will be very small but of excellent qual
ity; upon other plan ts the fruit will be of large size but
lacking in quality, firmness, or other necessary character1st1cs. Some of the varieties that are best in . quality will
have fruit so soft that they cannot be shipped, hence such
varieties are worthless for market purposes. Other plants
w�ll bear fruit desirable in every respect but the plants will
be unproductive. Finally, some plants will be admirably
adapted for market use but upon trial elsewhere will be
found of local adaptation only, the plants being productive
only upon certain soils and in certain regions. Out of thous
ands of see<llings perhaps only one will become a standard
market variety. It is probably impossible to secure a variety
that is cosmopolitian enough to be adapted equally well to
all soils and localities.
Roughly speaking, varieties may be classified into (r)
Those adapted for commercial purposes and long distance
shipping; these are of good size and extra firmness and the
plants are productive. (2) Varieties for the amateur;
being adapted to the home garden only. The size is usually
extr�mely large but the flesh, alth.ough of good quality,
lacks in firmness and the plants often lack in productive
ness. Some varieties, however, have pleased both the com
mercial fruit-grower and the amateur, and have proved so
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well a dapted to a wide range of soils and climate that they
have held their own for many years against all newcomers.
Among these may be named the Wilson, followed later by
the Crescent and more recently by the Warfield. The Wilson,
a perfect-flowered variety, was popular for many years, but
is now rarely found in the nurseries. The Crescent and War
field are both imperfect-flowere d varieties. The Crescent is
now largely superseded by the Warfj.eld which bears larger
fruit, but even the Warfield is being crowded closely by some
varieties of later origin. · Strawberry plants propagate them
selves very rapidly from runners whic):i bear fruit the same
as that of the mother plant. This.method of increase makes
it possible to distribute a new variety so quickly throughout
the country that they soon become as cheap as any of the
old varieties. But it should always be remembered that the
miilions of plants of Warfield, for example, to be found in
the country, all date back to one single seed.
Perfect and Imperfect Strawberry Illossoms.
Strawberry plants are of two kinds, imperfect and perfect.
Imperfect varieties bear pistillate or female flowers only.
They are, in general, of more vigorous growth than perfect
flowered varieties; are more productive and endure late
frosts better. But such plants will not bear alone, as many
people have discovered who have planted acres of them
without raising a single berry. The blossoms must be pol
linated �r fertilized with pollen from the perfect-flowered
varieties. This is done by planting them alternately, the
usual rule being to plant two rows of the imperfect, alternat
ing with one row of some perfect-flowered variety. This greater
vigor of the female plants causes them to crowd out the per
fect-flowered plants when the bed is allowed to run wild,
Hence the people who dig plants from a bed that was planted
alternately, according to the best information on the subject,
are apt to get only female plants, and hence secure_ no fruit
when these are planted in a bed by themselves.
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Perfect-flowered varieties bear flowers containing both sta
mens (male) and pistils (female). These plants are also
called hermaphrodite, bisexual, staminate or male. The
term male or staminate is not quite correct as the flowers
contain both the male and female elements. These perfect
flowered varieties will bear fruit when planted alone but the
production of pollen seems to be, in general, an extra tax on
the plant so that they cannot ordinarily compete in product
iveness with the imperfect varieties which produce no pollen.
Pistillate. is a better term than imperfect as im.perfect
really means the flower of one sex only, either male or female;
while pistillate means female only.*
When the plants are in blossom it is a very easy matter
to determine this difference in sex. In the imperfect blos
soms the pistils may be seen arranged in a dense cluster in
the center, like a lot of pins stuck upon a circular pin-cush
ion. This arrangement may be found to be exactly the
same in the perfect blossoms, except that in addition this
central pin-cushion 'is surrounded by many shurt stalks, each
bearing a yellow head containing the pollen or dust which
is carried, by bees and other insects or the wind, to fertilize
all the pistils. In case of injury to the pistils by late frost,
no fruit develops; or in case of partial injury, only a nubbin
or dwarfed berry results. This is the kind of berry that is
often found in the bottom of strawberry boxes. Nubbins
also result from incomplete pollination, only part of the
pistils having received the pollen.
When the fruit begins to set after the blossoming period,
the pistils gradually enlarge with the growth of the berry.
Each pistil will contain a single seed. They will be scat
tered over the surface of the matured berry, more or less em
bedded in the flesh. If then one kind of pollen has fallen
*The arrangement is different in the case of our wild grape. About one
half of our wild grape vines are male only, the blossoms setting no fruit;
while the remaining blossoms bear perfect blossoms containing both sta
mens and pistils; only these vines bear
. fruit .
.,.
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upon the pistils, greater variation will be observed in the
seedlings if any are raised.
This classification of varieties into perfect and imperfect
is not quite exact, as the perfect-flowered varieties differ
widely in the number and strength of stamens. If only a
few stamens are present in a variety, it is much safer to
plant it alternately with varieties containing stronger and
more numerous stamens, in order to insure a crop of fruit.
Occasionally pistillate varieties will be found to bear a few
stamens, but not enough to make it safe to plant the variety
alone. In very rare instances, plants may be found having
both kinds of flowers upon the same plant, but it is
scarcely necessary to consider such varieties in a general
discussion.
The tendency in recent years appears to favor the perfect
flo wered varieties. Certain it is that there has been much
trouble a. nd vexation experienced by planters who through
ignorance or otherwise have planted patches of only pistillate
varieties. Hence it has been determined at this Station to
send out, for the present at least, only the perfect-flowered
varieties although many of the pistillate sort obtained as a
result of the breeding experiments are productive and very
hardy, with fruit of fair size and good quality. Further
field trials may make it desirable to distribute for trial the
best of the pistillate varieties now held in reserve.
The ideal berry for the amateur in town and country must
be a perfect-flowered variety, so that fruit will be obtained
whether one plant is planted or a thousand.
"Pedigree Strawberry" Plants.
There has been considerable interest aroused in recent
years in so-called pedigree strawberry plants. The claim
was made that in a plantation of any one variety could be
found plants superior in productiveness and other desirable
qualities to the rest of the plants in the plantation. This
claim, then, means that bud-variation occurs in the straw
herry and that we should depend upon getting new varieties
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in this manner as well as by raising them from seed. Careful ex
periments in a number of places do not appear to have borne
out these claims. As tested at this Station the pedigree
plants did not show their superiority over the same varieties
from other sources which had been taken from a bed set the
year before and consequently had not exhausted themselves
by bearing. However, the possibility of bud-variation is not
denied. It is certainly true that for starting a new planta�
tion. preference should be given to plants taken from a bed
set the year previously, and not from an old bed that has
become exhausted or lowered in vitality by being unduly
crowded or exhausted from repeated heavy crops of fruit.
The best nurserymen now observe this rule of sending · out
plants from new beds and have found that raising plants is a
work separate from that of raising fruit. A veteran fruit
grower in Wisconsin grew the old Wilson strawberry for
forty years and kept the stock vigorous and productive long
after other growers had discarded the variety because it had
"run out" with them by being allowed to run wild in old
beds, where they had to contend against weeds. To this
extent then, we may say there is something in pedigree
strawberries. And no one should be discouraged from
selecting some vigorous and desirable plant in his plantation
and raising more plants from it. The possibility of bud
variation in the strawberry is not de?ied, but that it rarely
occurs should not be forgotten.
Historical Notes on Wild American Sn-awberries.
Wild strawberries are among the most abundant of Amer
ican fruits. There are so many varieties in the various parts
of the continent that the botanists have not yet agreed as to
their proper naming and classification. From time to time
the wild strawberries were transferred to the gardens of the
early settlers in the Eastern United States. This work of
improving the wild strawberry of New England was begun
at least one hundred years ago, although incomplete early
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records make it impossible to determine the date of the first
experiment in this line. Suffice it to say, that the early
settlers coming from Europe were pleased with the American
native representatives of the strawberry and their cultivation
gradually spread, when the wild supply began to lessen.
William Wood* in "New England Prospect" published in
1635, wrote: "There is, likewise, growing all manner of
;*"Evolution of our Native Fruits", page 426 1 L. H. Bailey.

Hearbes for meate and medicin, and that not onely in
planted Gardens, but in the woods, without either the art or
* There is, likewise, Strawberries in
helpe of man.
abundance, verie large ones, some being two inches about; one
may gather balfe a bushell in a forenoone." In r 643 Roger
Williams wrote: "This berry [StrawberryJ is the wonder
of all the fruits growing naturally in those parts; it is of it
self excell�nt, so that one of the cheiftest docto;s of England
was wont to say that God could have made, but nev�r did,
a better berry.
In some parts, where the natives
have planted, I have many times seen as many as would fill
a good ship within a few miles' compasse. The Indians
bruise them in a mortar and mixed them with meale and make
Strawberry bread.'' ·It appears that strawberry bread was com
monly used by the Indians, showing the former abundance of
the wild strawberry in New England. Prof. Bailey adds that .
"The advent of the Chilian strawberry in European and
American gardens, and its phenomenally rapid amelioration,
obscured the native species, however, and the latter are now
practically out of cultivation. Now and then some evidence
of native blood can be seen in an early variety, but the
influence of our field strawberry in the improvement of the
garden varieties has evidently been.very small."

* *

* * *

Origin of Our Cultivated Strawberries.
It app·ears then that the strawberries now found in our
markets have been developed mainly from the wild straw
berry of South America.
About 1834, Chas. M. Hovey of
Massachusetts, crossed the wild strawberry of that state with
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the Chilian strawberry. The aim of this work was to com
bine the superior excellence in flavor of the wild berry with
the large size of the South American variety. The Chilian
strawberry (Fragar£a Ch£loens£s) extends over an immense
area, following the backbone of the two American continents
from the southern part of South America- northward to
Alaska.
From Prof. L. H. Bailey's investigations it ap
pears that our present strawberries show very little trace of
this early work and are direct descendants of the Chilian
species. No exact record has been_ kept of the work during
the past seventy years in originating new strawberries in
America. We have depended mainly upon chance seedlings
and upon indiscriminate _sowing of the fruit of the largest and
best. berries.
It is · claimed that some of our later western
varieties have western native blood in them and hence are
better adapted to the sun and air of the western prairies.
This is especially true of the commercial varieties developed
in recent years in Illinois and eastern Iowa.
Winter-Killing.

As the cultivation of strawherries extended northwestward
upon the open prairies a new obstacle to success was exper,.
ienced. It was found that as a whole the plants, although
fairly resistant to heat and drouth, were sometimes lost by
winter-killing. This may be regarded as a natural conse
quence of attempting to cultivate a plant in a new region
subject to greater winter cold than that found in its native
home. Even winter mulching would not entirely save the
plants from this radical change in environment. For ex
ample, in the spring of 1 906 a prominent fruit-grower at
Excelsior, Minnesota, reported : "I find that the common
strawberry is too tender for me. They have root-killed with
a heavy straw mulch over them. The average grower does
not realize any trouble but they wonder why the crop is
shut off after one or two pickings." At Vermillion, S. D.,
one grower lost five acres of strawberries in the winter of
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18 98-9. Under date of May 16, 1907, another fruit-grower
at Excelsior, Minnesota, wri tes: "All of the · old varieties
were more or less root-killed by the winter.'' Under date of
May 2 1, 1906, A. W. Latham, Secretary of the Minnesota
S tate Horticultural Society writes:
"Our s trawberries, in
p laces, have been injured considerably, but in other places
not at all. It will be a great thi_ng for the n�rthwest frui t
gro wers when the varie ties of strawberries tha t will win ter
without protection are originated. Hope you will succeed
in getti ng for us t hat kind." Under date of May 5, 1906,
Superin tendent N. Wolverton of the Experiment Stat.ion at
Brandon, Manitoba writes: "We have yet to find the s tra w
berry bes t suited for our climate here." Under da te of May
14, 1906, Hon. Wyman Ellio tt of Minneapolis writes : "The
stra wberries are very much injured with only vitality enough
to make a fe w blossoms and in many cases killed outright."
Supt. Angus Mackay of the Experiment Sta tion at Indian
Head, Saska tc hewan, Canada, under date of May 19, 1906,
writes: "I am sorry to say that the result in gro wing stra w
berries in the past has been any thing but successful. Usually
the vines come t hrough the winter in fair condition . Spring
frost occasionally kills t he blossoms·, and very often dry
weather, when the frui t is forming, grea tly injures the crop.
We have had one good crop in the past fifteen years,
several poor crops, and a good many entire failures. The
vines t his year are very promising, especially those you sent
me last spring. We have had to pro tect each winter, and
have not found any variety hardy enough to stand without
protec tion."
Stra wberry gro wers resor t to careful mulching wi th straw
or similar material to prevent the alternate tha wing and
freezing and ac tual winter-killing of young pla nts. I t has
been a constant fight with nature to mulch heavy enough to
pro tect from winter-killing and yet light enough to avoid
smothering the plants. At times i t is diffi�ul t to procure
suitable material for mulchin g. Stra w or stable litter full
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of weed seeds will favor a rank growth of weeds th e follow111g season .
This widespre ad complaint as to lack of hardiness of the
standard varieties led the writer to undertake a series of
breeding experiments to · produce varieties that would be
hardy without winter mulch or prote ction of any kind. For
a beginning , plants of the native wild strawberry were
secured from near Lake Oakwood, eighteen miles northwest
of this Station, a few days after beginning work as horticul
turist of this Station in S eptember , 18 95. S oon afterwards
p lants of the native wild strawberry were 'secured from
Cavalier county, North Dakota, near the Manitoba line. It
was determined first to test these wild strawberries in compar
ison with all the leading standard varieties found in the
nurseries as to relative hardiness and a large collec tion was
planted in the spring of 18 99. Many other tame and wild
plants were added from time to time. The following is a
list of the · kinds tested during this search for a perfe ctly
hardy variety.

LIST OF CULTIVATED VARIETIES TESTED AT
THE SOUTH DAKOTA STATION.
Perfect-Flowered Varieties.
Bederwood
Bel le
Bismarck
Brandy wine
Cavalier, N. D. , wild
Clyde
Co mmander
Crawford
Cumberland
Cyclone
Darling
Earliest

Mammoth Perpetual (French)
Manwell
Margaret
Marshall
Nick Ohmer
M cKinley
Michel 's Early
Michigan
Oakwood S. D. , wild
O cean City
Oregon Everbearing
Parker Earle
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Early May
Enhance
Excelsior
Gandy
Glen Mary
Governor Hoard
Hall's Favorite
Henry
Ideal
Improved Parker Earle
Isabella
Ivanhoe
Jessie
Jucunda Improved
Klondike
Lady Thompson
Louis Gauthier (French)
Lovett
Bisel
Carrie
Cavalier wild
Cobden Queen
Crescent
Enormous
Epping
Greenville
Haverland
Hunn

Patrick
Pet
Plow City
Princess
Repeater
Ridgeway
Rio
Ruby
Sparta
Splendid
Staples
Star
St. Joseph (French)
Tubbs
Wm. Belt
Wilson's Albany
Wolverton
Lloyd
Mary
Oakwood S. D., wild
Sample ..
Seaford
Sunnyside
Sunrise
Van Deman
Warfield

In this plantation were scattered in several places plants
of the wild strawberry from Lake Oakwood, S. D., and from
Cavalier county, North Dakota, near the Manitoba line.
The object of the work was to determine the hardiest va
riety rather than the relative merits of this large collection.
Of the cultivated varieties the following made the best show
ing; they are arranged approximately in the order of their
value : Princess, Warfield, Clyde, Enhance, Van Deman,
( Continued on Page 250)

Plate No. 5-Nine Seedling Strawberries. Pedigrees : One Oakwood
No. 1 is pure wild ; eight are three-fourths tame and one-fourth wild.
Read downward.
Middle Row
Right Row
Left Row
No. 69 A
N o. 3 1 B
Oakwood No. I
No. 1 39A
No. 78C
No. 78B
No. rooE
No. 192A
No. 25A

Plate No. 6___:_Nine Seedling Strawberries. Pedigrees :
Lot 2 is pure wild; eight are three-fourths tame and
Read downward.
M iddle Row
Left Row
No. r93B Select
Indian Head , Lot 2
No. 69G
No. 3 1 B
No. r93B
No. r92A

One Indian Head
one-fourth wild.
Right Row
No. rooH
No. 56A
No. r93C

P l ate N o . 7 -Nine Seedling Strawberries. Pedigrees : Seven are three
fourths tame and one-fourth wil d ; No. 78 half tame , half wild ; Indian
Read Downward.
Head, Lot 3, pure wild .
Right Row
Middle Row
Left Row
No. 78, Jessie x Warren's
No. 69D
Indian Head, Lot 3
Woods pollen
No. 1 39A
No. IA.
No, 3 1 A
No. 87C
No. 69C
�o, n8F

Plate No. 8.-Nine seedling strawberries. Pedigree : Seven are tbree
fourths tame, one-fourth wild: No. 1 28 half tame, half wild; M ,mit oba ,
No. 2 1 , pure wild. Read Downward.
Left Row. Manitoba No. 2 1 . No. 123, Glen Mary x Manitoba pol len.
No. 1 22, Princess x Manitoba pollen.
Middle Row. No. 1 94B, Select. No. 25A . No. 128, Wild x unkn own
tame pollen.
\
Right Row . No . 1 94C. No. 57A . No . 1 7 1 , Princess x M anitoba pollen.

Plate No. H -Nine Set>dling Strawberries. Read downward.
Left Row. No . 87 Jessie x Manitoba pol len. N o . 1 63 , Princess x
Warren ' s Woods pollen. No. 89, Jessie x Manitoba pollen.
Middle Row. No. 1 0 3 , Princess x Warren's Woods pollen. No. 164,
Princess x Warren 's Woorls pollen.
No. 86, Je::;sie x Manitoba pollen.
Right Row. No . 1 72, wild X unknown tame pollen; No. n6, Oak wood
X Cavalier pollen; No. 1 30 , Wild x unknown tame pollen.

Plate No. 1 0-Nine Seedling Strawberries. R ead downward.
Left Row.
No. IO, Princess x Cavalier pollen. No. 55, Jessie x Oakwood pollen No. 99, Glen Mary x Caval ier pollen.
Middle Row. No . 1 34, Parker Earle x Warren's ·woods pollrn. No.
82, Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No . 7 2 , Jessie x Cavalier pollen
Right Row. No. 1 05, Princess x \Varren's Woods pollen. No. 4 1 , Jessie
x Manitoba pollen. No. 1 72, Oakwood x unknown tame pollen.

P l ate N o . 1 1 -Nine Seedling S tra wberries. Read Downward.
Left Row. Seedlings of Cavalier No. 20. No . 8 1 , Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No. 67, Parker Earle x Warren's Woods pollen.
Middle Row. No. 1 35, Louis Gauthier x Manitoba pollen. No. 1 48,
Cavalier x Louis Gauthier pollen. No. 1 25, wild x un k nown tame pollen.
Right Row
N o. 106, Princess x Warren's Woods pollen.
No. 1 68,
P rincess x Warren's Woods pollen . No. 1 03, Princess x Warren' s
Woods pollen .

P l ate N o . 1 2-Ten Seedl ing Strawberries. Read downward.
Lrft Row. No. I I 7 , Oakwood x Cavalier pol len. No. 1 04, Princess
x Warren's Woods pollen . No. 1 09, Princess x Warren 's vVoods pollen .
M iddle Row.
o. 83, Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No. 90. Jessie x M anitoba pollen . No. n 6, Oakwood x Cavalier pollen. N o . 1 60, Jessie x
Oak wood pollen.
Right Row. No. ror , Princess x · w arren 's Woods pollen. N o. 92, Jessie
x Manitoba pollen. N o. 9 r , Jessie x Manitoba pollen .

P late N o . l a-Ten Seed l ing Straw berries. Read downward.
Left R. iw. :r-i o . 90 . Jessie x Manitoba pol len . No. 83. J essie x Mani
to ba pollen . No. w9, Princess x \Varren ' s Woods pol l e n .
nlidr l l e Row. No 8 1 , Jessie x Manitoba poll en . No. 94, Glen M ary x
Cavalier pollen . N o . 96, G len Mary x Caval ier pollen. No. 1 36, x
St-edling.
Right Row . No. 95 , Glen Mary x Cavalier pol len . N o. 107, Prin cess x
Warren's Woods pollen. No . 55, Jessie x Oakwood pol l en .

P l at e No . 1 4-Ten Seedling Strawberries. Read Downward.
Left Row. Cavalier Seedling No. 6. No. rn8, Princess x Warren 's
Woods pollen . No. 1 14, Princess x ·warren's Woods poilen .
Middle Row . No. 84, Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No. 1 65 , Princess x
Warren's Woods pollen . N o . 68, Parker Earle x vVarren's W oods
pollen . No. 24, Ptt x Cavalier pollen.
Right Row. No. 2 1 , Jessie x W arren ' s Woods pollen . No. 80. Jessie x
Manitoba pollen . No. mo, Glen Mary x Cavalier pollen .

Plate No . 1 5 - Ten Seedling Strawberries. Read downward.
Left Row. No. 27, Cavalier x Louis Gauthier pollen. No. 29, Cava
lier x Louis Gauthier pollen. No. r r , Princess x Cavalier pollen.
Middle Row. N0 1 36, X Seedling . No. 39, Jessie x Manitoba poll en.
No. 4, Glen Mary x Cavalier pollen. Cavalier Seedling.
Right Row. No. 1 49, Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No. 74, Jessie x Cava
lier pollen . No. 61, Princess x ·warren's Woods pollen.

P l ate N o . 1 6-Ten Seedling Strawberries. Read Down ward .
Left Row.
No. 35 , Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No 1 56, Parker Earle
x Manitoba pollen . No. 4 2 , X Seedling
No. 1 46. Parker
Middle Row. 1 53 Yz , St. Joseph x Manitoba pollen .
Earle x Caval ier pollen. No. 1 50 . Jessie x Manitoba pollen
No. 1 66,
Jessie x "\i\Tarren's "\i\Toods pollen.
Right Row. No. 1 33, Jessie . x Ca valier pollen . No. 1 58 . Jessie x Cava
lier pol len. No. 48, Jessie x Manitoba pol len .

P late N o . 1 7 -Ten Seedling Strawberries . R ead Downward.
Left Row.
No. 66, Princess x Manitoba pollen. No. 44, Jessie x
Manitoba pollen . No. 28, Oakwood x Louis Gauthier pollen .
Middle Row . No. 69, Princess x · w arre n ' s Woods pollen .
No. 26,
Select. Oakwood x Louis Gauthier pollen . No. 65 , Princess x ·warren ' s
Woods pollen. No. 1 54, Parker Earle x Manitoba pollen .
Right Row. �o. 3 7 , Glen Mary x Manitoba pollen .
No. 36, Jessie x
Manitoba pollen. No. 1 55 , Parker Earle x Manitoba pollen .

Plate No . 1 8-Ten Seedl ing Strawberries . Read Downward.
Left Row. No. 5, Glen Mary x Cavalier pollen. No. 1, Glen Mary
x Cavalier pollen. No. 22, Jessie x Warren 's Woods pollen .
Middle Row. No. 1 7 7 , Parker Earle x Cavalier pollen . No. 1 57, Jessie
x Cavalier pollen. No. 49, Jessie x Manitoba pol len. No. 1 59, Jessie
x Cavalier pollen .
Right Row.
No. 1 76, Pet x Cavalier pollen . No. 1 7 , Parker Earle x
Cavalier pollen. No. 137, Glen Mary x Cavalier polle n .

P l ate No . 1 9-Ten Seedling Strawherries. Read Downward.
No. 53, St. Joseph x Manitoba pollen. No. 79, Jessie x
Left Row.
Warren 's Woods pollen . No. 5 2 , St Joseph x Manitoha pollen .
M iddle Row. No. I O I , Princess x Warren ' s Woods pollen . No 38,
Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No. 75, Jessie x Cavalier pollen . No. 30,
Cavalier x Louis Gauthier pollen.
Right Row.
No. 36, Jessie x Manitoba pollen. No. 44, Select No. 3,
Jessie x Manitoba pollen . No. 46, Jessie x Manitoba pollen .

P l ate N o . 20-T h i rteen Seedling Strawberries. Read Down ward .
Left Row.
No. 5 1 , Manitoba x P e t pol len . No. 1 6 1 , Oak wood x l 'et
pollen. No. 59, Jessie x Cavalier pollen. No . 9 1 , :o. r Select, Jes-..ie x
Manitoba pollen .
Middle Row. Manitoba Seedling. Nu. 7 , Princess x Cavali .... r pol en
No. I 4 I , Glen Mary x C avalier pollen. No 1 5 I, lvfa nitoba x Pet I " 1 I n.
No. 1 69, Princess x \Varren's ·woods pollen .
Right R ow .
N0. 137, No. r Select, Glen Mary x Cav,t lier pollen
o.
7 7 , Jessie x '\Varren 's Woods pollen . No. 26 , Round . select , Or1 1 wood
x Louis Gauthier pollen. No . r r r , Princess x vVarren's '\Voods p< ,l l e n .

Bederwood, Bisel, Seaford, Glen Mary. It became appar
ent, however, that not one of the varieties was as hardy as
the native wild strawberry and that we must look to the
latter for true hardiness. The main faults of the wild straw
berries were the small size of fruit, and the excessive num
ber of young plants produced, causing the plantation to be
come too crowded. But there was not the slightest sign of
the plants winter-killing.
The writer now determined to take up the task of im
proving the wild strawberry of the northwest. This was
rnally the continuation of an experiment begun in 1 894 at
the Iowa Experiment Station by Prof. J. L. Budd, now of
blessed memory, in crossing the wild strawberry of Mani
toba with standard cultivated varieties. The writer was
privileged to assist in this undertaking. It will be of inter
est to quote here the published account of this pioneer work:
A n Early Strawberry.Breeding Experiment in Iowa.

Strawberries• * "In the Spring of 1893 we secured plants of two
varieties of wild strawberries ·from Thomas Frankland, of Stonewall, Man
itoba. One of these it appears has been cultivated in Manitoba under the
name of Manitoba Wonder. It is perfect in flower. The other is pistillate,
and in the following notes is termed Manitoba Wild. The fruit of these
varieties is small in size with brilliant crimson color and remarkable fragrance.
In our experience with wild strawberries we have never met a variety with
as high color and marked fragrance. In the Spring of 1894 these pl ants
were reciprocally crossed with several of our best cultivated varieties. The
seeds were sown in boxes as soon as the berries ripened and germinated quick
ly. The seedlings were potted when small and made strong growth prior to ·
cold weather when the pots were plunged in sand in a quite well lighted cellar
' for wintering. In the Spring of 1895 they were planted with a view to hi ll
culture in the open field. At this time we have over one thousand plants
which have made remarkably strong and healthy growth and have rooted
many layers strong enough to bear fruit next season. The crosses m ad
were as follows, the female parent being first in each instance :
I . Shuster's Gem x Manitoba Wonder. 2 . Beder Wood x Manitoba
Wonder . 3. Manitoba Wild x Beder Wood. 4. Parker Earle x Manitoba
Wonder. 5. Manitoba Wild x Parker Earle. 6. Haverland x Manitoba
Wonder. 7. Warfield x Manitoba Wonder.
'*Bulletin 32, 1896, Iowa Exp . Sta . Some of our Advances in Breeding Fruits and
Shrubs. J. L. Budd. N. E. Hansen.

"The present appearance of the plants is very promising. Hundreds of
them show the size and thickness of leaf of the best cultivated varieties, and
not one per cent show a trace of leaf troubles common to cultivated varieties.
"All the crosses show some plants with foliage closely resembling the
wild parent, but these are more numerous where the wild plants were used
as mothers. Yet in the latter case the majority of the plants follow the
cnltivated varieties in habit and leaf.
"As to the purpose of these crosses we hope to retain in part the hardiness
of the wild plants and the high coloring and remarkable fragrance of their
fruit, with an approach to the size of fruit of the cultivated varieties, So far
our cultivated varieties have been developed largely in the eastern and
southern states, and ours, we believe, is the first attempt to improve the
native strawberry of the northwest. "

Our Hybrid Strawberries.*
In Bulletin No. 32 reference was made to crossing the wild strawberry
from the plains of Manitoba with pollen of our best cultivated varieties. The
purpose was the possible retaining of the hardiness, perfection of leaf and
aroma of fruit of the wild type with the size of berry of our garden sort.
"A plantation twenty feet wide a n d thirty rods long was started with the
hundreds of hybrid plants produced and given good care. They have been
watched for two seasons and we are compelled to conclude the experiment a
failure. As a rule, the varieties have the size of leaf and expression of our
garden varieties, and the whole plantation is .,singularly free from fungus
troubles. We have secured the needed hardiness and perfection of leaf but
n no case have we secured the needed size for market or home use. The
coming spring it is designed to cross the blossoms of some of the best hybrid
sorts with pollen of our largest and best varieties. The second generation
· may bring us the needed union of perfection of plant and size and aroma of
fruit. "

Continuation of t h e Same E xperiment in S outh Dakota.

All the seedlings obtained as a result of this Iowa work
were discarded at the Iowa Station as the question of hard
iness was not a factor in that section and th e resulting hybrids
were too small in size of fruit to compete with standard market
varieties. It now appeared necessary to repeat and enlarge
the experiment in order to breed a northwestern prairie straw
berry that could if nee essary endure the winters without
m ulching.
An extended series of experiments in hybridization was
now undertaken at the South Dakota Station. In order to
*Bulletin 36, 1897, Iowa Exp. Sta. J. L. Budd. N. E. Hansen.

do the work successfully it was found best to pot the plants
in the fall and do the work in the greenhouse in the winter.
About seven hundred blossoms were operated upon in the
winter of 18 99-00 and thirteen hundred in the winter of 1900o r. W. S . Thornber assisted in the winter of 18 99- 00.
Many thousands of flowers have been operated upon since
that time and the work is still being carried on every winter.
Many thousan< s of seedlings ha ve been discarded. Out of
the first lot of eight thousand hybrid seedlings about two
hundred and t wenty-five varieties were saved and thes� have
since been largely reduced in number. Experiments have
al so been carried on to improve the wild strawberry by select
ion of pure wi ld seed lings, but this work has natura lly been
very slow in showing results .
T he plants are not mu lched. All the seedling varieties
figured in the follo wing plates have endured forty degrees
be low zero ( Fahrenheit) with the ground bare. The cuts
show the fruit of natural size. All seedlings showing the least
sign of lack of hardiness are discarded.
Only t wo of these seedlings have bee n sent out for prelimin
ary trial. In the spring of 1 905 a few p lants of No. 8 7 were
sent out as South Dakota No. r. No. 95 was sent out as
South Dakota No. 2.
South Dakota No. 1 (see Plate 9) is a seedling of the Jessie
fertilized with pollen of a wild strawberry from Manitoba.
As fruited at this Station the berry is roundish conical, about
an inch in diameter, of excellent qualit y; the leaves are large
and g lossy and nearly free from rust; the plants are good
plant-makers with strong fruit stalks; the flowers are large
with many stamens. In size it wi ll not compete with many
standard m arket varieties , but it may ser ve a useful purpose
until we get something better. This variety is illus trated in
the frontispiece of this bulletin.
Wm. G. Scott of Manitoba writes under date , April 19th
1907, concerning 30 plants of Sout·h Dakota No. 1 sent in the
spring of 1905, "I am very much pleased with this berry.
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Of course i t is not as large as.. the cultivated varieties bu t the
fruit has a delicious flavor, partaking a good deal of that of
the wild variety. I did not mulch the plants."
Geo. Hickman of Leola, South Dokota, under date of
April 22nd, 1907, wri �es concerni ng 30 plants of South Da k
ota No. r sent in the spring of 1905: ;'Last year the South
Dakota No. I straw berry plant yielded some very choice fruit.
The first winter 1905-6 they were not mulc hed."
C. W. Gurney of- Yank ton, South Dakota , under da te of
April 1 7th, 1907, reports on 60 plan ts each of South Dakota
No. I and No. 2 tha t both varieties came through both winters
( 1 905-6 and 1906 -7) with the leaves green although not
mulched. Under date of June 2 4th, 1907, Mr. Gurney reports
further : "These varieties are frui ting bet ter this year and may
become valuable down here commercially.. The quality is
better than anything else I have."
Geo. H. Whiting of Yankton, South Dakota, under date
of April I 7th, 1907, reports concerning 6 0 plants each of
South Dakota No. I and N o.2, that these plants have made a
remark.ably good growth and have endured the two winters
( 1905-6 and 1906-7) wit hou t a ny protection wha tever. Also
"that t he berries are ra ther small for co mmercial use but the
quality is very good indeed."
Rev. Thos. F. S techer of Howard, South Dakota, under
da te of April 16th, 1907 writes concerning 30 plants of Sou th
Dako ta No . r sent in the spring of 1905: "Of the South Dakota
No. I strawberry received two years ago I almos t lost every
one the first winter. Last year they did well and spread
rapidly but I had covered t hem during this winter with some
s traw. Th is I took away the latter part of Marc,h. These
last cold ,days did not affect them and they seem to be all
r.ight."
W. Whitely of La w ton, North Dakota, reports unde r date of
April 19th, 1907, concerning thirty plants of South Dakota
No. I sent in the spring of 1905 : "I planted t he s trawberries
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on high level land, gave good cultivation and they grew im
mensely but I failed to cover them in fall and being exposed
I lost them. "
Several other reports were received but as the plants were
mulched contrary to instructions there is no data for ascer
taining relative h ardiness as compared with standard varieties.
South Dakota No. 2 is a seedling 9f Glen Mar·y fertilized
with pollen of a wild strawberry from Cavalier county, North
Dakota, near the Manitoba line. It is No. 95 on Plate 1 3.
The flower is perfect with very strong stamens, a strong grow
er and plant-maker with a lightish-colored glossy foliage,
s tiff fruit stalks, plant productive. The l ightish-colored leaf
shows the influence of the wild parent. The fruit is conic�l ,
about an inch i n diameter, rather acid, season very late. In
1 905 th is and No. 1 08 were i n bloom when the other varieties
were mostly past blooming .
W. W. Reed, Lisbon, North Dakota, writes under date of
April 1 5th, 1 907 concerning thirty plants of South Dakota
No. 2 strawberry sent in the spring of 1 905: "The plants
did well through t�e summer but I mulched too heavily during
the winter and smothered some out. The others grew wel l.
I am expecting good result� this year. The ones I put in the
school yard among the m ulched trees did splendidly, their
growth was wonderful ; berries not very large, color dark and
rich."
Alex Alin, Fullerton, North Dakota, under date of Apri l
2 2, 1 907, writes concerning ninety plants each of South Da-·
k o_t a No. I and So uth Dakota No. 2 , sent in May 1 90 5
"In answer t o your inquiry about t h e behavior o f t h e stra w
berry pl ants sent in 1 905 1 will say that both:kinds made a
very vigorous growth that summer ; I stopped cultivation
about August r st in order to save as many runners as· possibl e.
The fall was very dry. The spring of 1 906 was the m o st .
trying on strawberry plants that I have 'experienced )ince I
began growing them in 1 899. After the plants had�started
growi n g there was during the first week in May a spell of rai n
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and melting snow followed by hard freezing. Many of the
common standard varieties that showed a good stand before,
were partly or entirely killed out by this freezing Your No. 2
was the only one that did not seem to suffer any, but No. r
killed out about half. In comparison will mention that
Klondike, Millet's Hybrid , New York and Dunlap, in order
named, stood it about as well as No. r, all growing under_
practically same conditions, only that a part of your plants
were not mulched during the winter, but could see no differ
ence where they were mulched. In fruit I found the No. I
too small to be of much value, and if it does not increase in
size this season, will discard it. N o. 2 averaged larger berries
and on some plants larger than the rest and shall try to
select from the best plants for propagation. I am inclned to
think that my plants have had the labels transposed some
where for I see in your printed reports that you call No. I the
best, whereas with me it has proven the less hardy and the
one with the smallest fruit."
Wm. Watt of Leonard, North Dakota, writes concerning
thirty plants of South Dakota No. 2 sent in May 1 905 :
"Thqse plants have come through two winters without mulch
ing although this last winter thei:e was considerable sn0w_ on
them. Do not think much of the quantity and quality of
their fruit."
Summary : The foregoing reports indicate that strawberry
seedlings of half wild, half tame pedigree as represeuted by
South Dakota No. r and No. 2 bear out the statement in last
spring's circular that they are "deemed of promise only where
the standard varieties suffer from the cold winters." Although
both varieties have never winter-killed on the Station grounas
even though not mulched, they have suffered at times else
where. It is possible that it may prove impossible to secure
varieties entirely free from injury by the winter, at least on
heavy clay soils, where plants are heaved more or less by
the alternate thawing and freezing. Perhaps greater hardi-

ness can be secured by crossing these half-breed strawberries
with wild strawberries, thus securing secondary or derivative
hybrids one-fourth tame and three-fourths wild ; but this would
probably still further reduce the size which is already a little
too small, to compete with the commercial varieties. It
is only fair to state, however, that some of the largest and
best hybrid varieties as a result of these experime nts have
been held back because they were imperfect in blossom, or
because the stock was too limited in quantity for even a
preliminary distribution. With several varieties it appeared
best to reduce the stock down to one or two plants in order
to purify it from accidental mixtures of other seedlings. Still
many other varieties are held in reserve b�cause they ap
pear of more promise for use in producing secondary hybrids
than to introd uce them as they are.
Some Primary Strawberry Hybrids Produced at the South
Dakota Station.
Lot A. This consists of twenty-one varieties selected from a
large number of varieties produced by fertilizing the Jessie
with pollen of a wild strawberry from Manitoba. A. large
number of seedlings were obtained of which t wenty-one var
ieties may be found figured as follows :
No. 35 , Plate 1 6
N o . 83, Plates 1 2 & 1 3
No. 36, · Plates 1 7 & 1 9
No. 84, Plate 1 4
No. 38, Plate 1 9
No. 8 6 , Plate 9
No. 39, Plate 1 5
No. 87, Plate 9
No. 4 1 , Plate I O
No. 89, Plate 9
No. 44, Plates 1 7 & 1 9
No. 90, Plates 1 2 & 1 3
No. 46, Plate 1 9
No. 9 1 , Plates 1 2 & 20
No. 92, Plate 1 2
No. 48, Plate 1 6
No. 149, Plate 1 5
No. 80, Plate 1 4
No. 1 50, Plate 1 6
No. 8 1 , Plates I I & 1 3
No. 82, Plate I O
Lot B . T�is lot consists of seventeen varieties produced by
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fertilizi ng the P rin cess with pollen of a wild strawberry from
Warren's Woods , about thirty miles northeast of this station:
No. 6 1 , Plate 15
No. 108, Pla te 14
No . 65, Plate 1 7
No. 1 09� Plates 12 and 13
No . 69, Plate 1 7
No. nr, Plate 2 0
No. 1 63 , Plate 9
No. 1 0 1 , Plates 12 and 1 9
No. 1 64, Plate 9
No. 103 , Plates 9 and I I
No. 1 65, Plate 1 4
No. 1 04, Plate 12
No . 1 68, Plate I I
No. 1 05, Plate I O
No. r 69, Plate 2 0
No. 106, Plate I I
No. 107, Plate 13
Lot C. This lo t consists of ten varie ties produced by fer til
izing the Glen Mary with pollen of a wild strawberry from
Cavalier county, Nor th Dakota , near the Manitoba line.
No. 96, Plate 13
No. 1 , Plate 18
No. 99, Plat e I O
No. 4, Plate I5
No. 1 00, Plate 14
No. 5 , Plate 1 8
No. 13 7, Plates 18 and 2 0
No. 94, Plate 13
No. 14 1 , Plate 2 0
No. 95, Plate 13
Lot D . This C:Onsists o f eight varieties produced b y fertil
izing the Jessie with pollen of a wild strawberry from Caval
ier county, North Dakota , near the Manitoba line.
No. 133 , Plate r6
No. 59, Plate 2 0
No. 157, Plate 1 8
No. 72 , Plate I O
No. 158 , Plate r6
No. 74, Plate 15
No. 159, Plate 18
No. 75, Plate 1 9
Lot E. Five varieties. Female parent Jessie; male par
ent, a wild variety from Warren's Woods, about twenty eight
miles northeast of this station.
No. 2 1 , P late 14
No. 79, Plate 1 9
No. 1 66, Plate r 6
No . 22 , Plate 18
No. 7 7 , Plate 2 0
Lot F . Two varieties. Female parent Jessie; male par
ent , a wild variety from Lake Oakwood, S . D.
No. 55, Plate ro and 13
No. 1 60, Plate 12

Lot G. Three varieties. Female parent Parker Earle ;
m ale parent a wild strawberry from Manitoba.
No. 1 54, Plate 1 7
No. 1 55, Plate 1 7
No. 1 56, Plate 1 6
Lot H . Three varieties. Female parent Parker Earle;
male parent a wild strawberry from Cavalier coun ty, North
Dakota.
No. 1 7 7, Plate 1 8
No. 1 7, Plate 1 8
No. 46, Plate 1 6
Lot I. Three varieties. Female parent Parker Earl e ;
male parent, a wild strawberry from Warren's Woods, S . D.
No . 67, Plate I I
No. 1 34, Plate IO
No. 68, Plate 1 4
Lot J. One variety. Female parent Lake Oakwood , S . D.
wild ; male parent Pet.
No. 1 6 ! , Plate 20
Lot K. Two varieties. Female parent Lake Oakwood ,
S. D. ; male parent a wild strawberry from ·cavalier county,
North Dakota.
No. I I 6, Plates 9 and 1 2
No. I I 7 , Plate 1 2
Lot L. Two varieties. Female parent Lake Oakwood ,
S. D. wild; male parent Louis Gauthier, a French everbearing
variety.
No. 2 6, Plates 1 7 and 20
No. 28, Plate 1 7
Lot M. Three varieties. Female parent Princess; male
parent a wild strawberry from � avalier county, North Dak
ota.
No. I I , Plate 1 5
No. 7, Plate 20
No. 1 0, Plate 1 0
Lot N. Three varieties. Female parent Princess; male
parent a wild strawberry from Manitoba.
No. 66, Plate 1 7
No. 1 7 1 , Plate 8
No. 1 2 2 , plate 8
Lot 0. Four varieties. Female parent a wild s trawberry
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from Cavalier county, North Dakota; male parent Louis
Gauthier, a French everbearing variety.
No. 2 7, Plate 1 5
No. 30, Plate 1 9 .
No. 29, Plate I 5
No. 1 48, Plate I I
Lot P. One variety. Female parent Louis Gauthier, a
French everbearing variety; male parent a wild strawberry
from Manitoba.
No. 1 3 5, Plate I I
Lot Q. Three varieties. Female parent St. Joseph, a
French everbearing variety; male parent a wild strawberry
from Manitoba.
No. 1 53 .Yz, Plate 1 6
No. 52, Plate 1 9
No. 63, Plate 1 9
Lot R. Two varieties. Female parent Glen . Mary; male ·
parent a wild stra wherry from Manitoba.
No. 1 2 3, Plate 8
No. 3 7, Plate 1 7
Lot S. O n e variety. Female parent Glen Mary ; male
parent Warren's Woods, "s. D. wild.
No. I 14, Plate 1 4
Lot T. Two varieties. Female · parent Pet; male parent
a wild strawberry from Cavalier county, North Dakota.
No. 24, Plate 1 4
No. 1 76, Plate 1 8
Lot U. Two varieties. Female parent a wild strawberry
from Manitoba; male parent Pet.
No. 1 5 1, Plate 20
No. 5 1, Plate 20
Lot V. Three varieties. Raised from seed of a wild straw
berry from near Lake Oakwood, (about eighteen miles north
west of this station) growing in a plantation of many tame
varieties.
No. 1 7 2, Plates 9 and IO
No. 1 2 5, Plate I I
No. 1 30, Plate 9
Lot W. Six varieties selected as samples of several thou
sands pure seedlings of wild straw berries.
Cavalier No. 6, . Plate 1 4
Indian Head No. 3, Plate 7
Cavalier No. 20, Plate 1 5
Manitoba No. 2 1 , Plate 8
Indian Head No. 2 , Plate 6 Oakwood Plate 5
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Secondary or Derivative Hybrids Produced at the South
Dakota Station.
A derivative or derivation hybrid or secondary hybrid is a
hybrid between hybrids, or between a hybrid and one :of its
parents. The forego ing prelim inary experiments ind icate
that primary hybr ids, or hybrids between the w ild and tame
s trawberries making the offspring half w ild and half tame in
pedigree, while g iv ing perfect hardiness at this S tation
against win ter cold, even when not mulched, d id not pro 
duce var ieties w ith fruit averaging sufficiently large · in size
to compe te w ith commercial varie ties� This naturally sug
gested t he plan of making derivative hybrids between these
half-breed s trawberries and cho ice tame varieties. This
g ives seedlings tha t are three-fourths tame and one-fourth
_ sands of seedlings of this kind have been pro
wild. Thou
duced at this Sta tion. A t this time it appears best to men
tion only those tha t have fruited su ffici�ntly to g ive a fair
idea as to their value. The fu ture work planned is largely
along this 'l ine. The fear tha t it w ill result in a lesser
degree of hardiness has also been realized , bu t s inc e:! none of
the plants are ever mulched the weeding ou t process is
quickly accomplished. In Pl_a tes No. 5, 6, 7 and 8 may be
seen twenty-two varieties resulting from this work. There
are five combinations made in this lo t of seedlings as follows :
Lot No. r. Splendid, fertilized with�pollen of a hybrid
produced by fert il izing Jessie w ith polleJ:l of a w ild straw
berry from Manitoba. The resulting ten varieties may be
found figured as follows :
3 1 A,
3 1 B,
6 9A,
6 9C,
6 9D ,

Plate No. 7
Pla tes No. 5 and 6.
Pla te No. 5.
Plate No. 7.
Plate No. 7.

6 9G, Plate No. 6.
rooE, Plate No. 5.
rc oH, Plate No. 6.
rr8 F, Plate No. 7.
13 9A, Plates No. 5 and 7.

Lot No. 2. This lo t consists -of eigh t var iEtties obta ined
by fertilizing Sparta with pollen of a variety pro duced by
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fertilizing Jessie with pollen of a wild strawberry from Man
ito ba. These var ieties are figured as follo ws :
78 C, Plate No. 5.
2 5A , Plates 5 and 8.
192 A , Plates No. 5 and 6.
56 A , Plate No . 6.
r93 C , Plate No. 6 .
57A, Plate No. 8.
193 B , Select , Plate No. 6 .
78 B , Plate No. 5.
Lot No. 3 . This compr ises two varieties produced by
ferti liz ing Sparta with pollen of a hybrid produced by fer
tilizing Parker Earle with pollen of a wild strawberry fro m
Cavalier county, North D akota , near the Manitoba line. T he
var�eties were figured as follows :
r94B, Select , Plate No. 8.
r 94C, Plate No. 8
Lot No. 4. This lot consists of one variety produced by
fertil izing Clyde with pollen of a strawberry produced by
fertilizing Jessie with pollen of a wild strawberry from Man
itoba. This variety, 8 7C, is figured on Plate No. 7.
Lot No. 5. This lot consists of one variety produced by
fertilizing an everbearing variety from France with pollen
of a hybrid produced by fertilizing Glen Mary with po llen
of a wild strawberry from Cavalier county, North Dakota ,
near the Manitoba line . The var iety r A is figured on Plate
No. 7.
Work With the Wild Strawberry From Alaska.
The wild stra wherries referred to in the preceding pages
and others now in the collection appear to be forms of Fragaria
Virginiana. Duchesne; F Canadensis, Michx. and F Amer
icana, ( Porter) Br itton (or
vesc�, var A mericana, Porter ).
Recently we have begun work with the wild strawberry from
Alaska , which is considered to be F Chiloensis, and have now
several hundred vigorous hybrid seedlings coming into bear
ing this year. The wi ld Alaska stra wberry is larger than
the native Northwestern prairie strawberries.

F.

Commercial Strawberry Cultivation in South Dakota.
Along the southeastern edge of the state and especially at
Vermilion , strawberries are being raised i n considerable
quantity for mar:i<et. Mr. E. D. Cowles, Secretary of the
Vermilion Fruit Growers' Association, under date of March
r 6, 1 906, gives the following list of strawberries. The notes
appended represent the experience of leading commercial
growers at Vermilion :
Bederwood, Perfect. A standard variety.
Warfield, Imperfect. A standard variety.
Senator Dunlap, Perfect. The most promising new variety.
Glen Mary, Perfect. A profitable large berry.
Lady Thompson, Perfect. Recommended by Mr. Jones.
A roma, Perfect. Recommended by Mr. Tottet?-,
Kansas, Imperfect. A good bearer : stands the drouth wel l.
$ample, Imperfect. The best late variety.
Dornan, Perfect. A luxuriant grower, bearing a few very
large berries.
Oregon, Perfect. "My Best" says Mr. Hanson .
. Climax, Perfect. One of Mr. Collar's choice.
Parsons Beauty, Perfect. A variety of which yve are setting
heavily.
Henry Hess of Flandreau, S. D., (east central) has made a
success of growing strawberries for market for a ' number of
years. Th e plantation, five acres or more in extent, is
located on a river bank and Mr. Hess applies irrigation,
using canvas hose and a gasoline engine. The following
paper by M r. Hess will be of interest in this connection : *
' 'With good strong one year old plants properly planted
in the right kind of soil, and given the right kind of cultiva
tion, we are sure of an abundant crop of the finest berry that
grows.
"There are many ways to grow strawberries, the full
matted row, the half-matted row, the hedge row and the hill
system. Some plant them in barrels, but I prefer to plant
.,.,south Dakota State Horticultural Society Report, 1905 .

mine in the ground. The best way I have found is the
hedge row or half-matted row, in which the plants are set
a bout two feet in the row end a bout three feet between the
rows for field culture; for garden culture they may , be set
closer.
"After plant s are set in the spring shey should not be al
lowed to set runners until the young plants are well estab
lished. All blossoms and buds should be removed as soon
as they appear. About july first the runners can be allowed
to catch root about five or six inches apart , to allow a matted
row a bout one foot wide. After the row is filled all other
. runners should be clipped off , either with the hand hoe or
the rolling runner cutter attached to the cultivator. For the
hedge row, pl ants should be set the same a_ s for the half
matted row and let one p lant catch root on eac h side of the
.mother plant in a straight line. · Thi s may not seem ver y
many plants, but we have lots of land in South Dakota.
Plants grown in thi s wa y make a great mass of fibrou s roots
and form good crown s and lots of fruit huds. The · berries
will be large , evenly sized and have good flavor. The
plants can be hoed wit hout hand weeding and the surface
can be kept cultivated , while if set in full matted row or
allowed to run at random the weeds would come up to
a bsorb the moisture , a nd as a result the plants would be
choked out.
''Strawberr y plants should be cultivated from the time
the y are planted until the middle of September. A bout the
20th of November they should be covered with about six
i nches of good clean wheat straw or litter of some kind con
taining as little weed seed as possi ble. This should be left
on until the plants begin to grow under it in the spring, and
then should be raked between the rows and left there until
after t he picking season, after which it should be remove.cl
and the ground thoroughly cultivated between the rows. The
same plant s will bear two or more crops if they are attended

to as soon as the picking season is over. They should be
mowed off, as they will make a new growth very much
sooner. Growing plants is a business; growing the fruit is
another business. Do not set out old plants that have borne
two or three crops, that have their vitality exhausted, but
set out good young plants that are grown from young thrifty
plants the previous year. We cannot get something for
nothing, hence if we want big red berries we must have the
right kind of material to produce them from. Many say it is
too dry in South Dakota to raise berries, but it is a lack of
good plants, cultivation, etc. , that causes failure. -r say grow
strawberries and other fruits that are adapted to our climate,
and be sure to grow enough of them to have them the year
around. They are better than fat meat three times a · day;
besides, it is a pleasure to see them growing, as well as to eat
the big red fellows.
'•As to varieties, one row of Bederwood and two rows of
Warfield are good medium varieties. One row of Splendid
and two rows of Samp!e are good late varieties. One row
of Johnson's Early and one of Crescent Seedling are good
for early varieties. The above are good for South Dakota.
There are many varieties. The above do well with me."
Stra wherries in the Black Hills.
In certain parts of the Black Hills in the southwest part of
the state, the conditions for fruit culture differ from , those
found upon the open prairie. Hence it will be of interest to
quote the experience of Prof. F. L. Cook of Spearfish.*
"I have tested upwards of seventy-five varieties of straw
berries, including almost all the great market sorts. Of these
less than a dozen can be grown with pro.fit here. Among
the good ones are Warfield, Senator Dunlap, Bederwood,
Splendid, Wolverton, Glen Mary and Clyde. The first
named only, in this list, is a pistillate and must be set with
a perfect-flowering kind to make it bear. It is doubtful
*Report of the South Dakota State Horticultural Society, Janua ry, 1 906,
page 1 22.

whether it would be possible to choose two more prolific
varieties than W arfield and Senator Dunlap set t wo ro ws
of Senator D
. unlap, two rows of W arfield, and so on
alternating .
"Whatev�r one sets , he should get plants that h ave never
borne, that is to s ay , less than a year old , early in spring
(fall is not nearly so good a season), from a speci al grower of
strawberry plants , set them three and a h alf by one foot ,
spreading the roots out f an-shape , putting them straight
down into t lie ground and p acking the dirt so firmly that
plant c annot be pulled up by a single stem. They should
then be cultivated about once a week the entire season , turn
the runners into the row forming a m atted row from t welve
to eighteen inches wide. In D ecember the bed should be
covered deep enough to hide the plants with clean strc,tw. In
the spring after the ground has stopped freezing , the straw
should be p arted from the rows and left in the p aths , to keep
the groµnd moist , the fruit clean , and the pickers out of the
mud. After bearing, the straw should be promptly re
moved , and the s ame method followed as before until about
three crops h ave been produced , when the bed should be
plowed up and the ground used no more for -strawberries for
several years. The first season no attempt should be made
to get berries, but the blossoms should be picked off. "

Summary.
r. With proper c are as to methods and varieties , our
stand ard cultivated strawberries c an be raised commercially
in South D akota.
2. Our standard v arieties are not perfectly h ardy over a
l arge area of the prairie North west , probably bec ause they
h ave been developed m ainly from a South American species ,
n ative of a milder climate.
3. T here is urgent need of a perfectly h ardy strawberry.
This demand . the South D akot a Experiment St ation is en
deavoring to supply by hybridizing our wild northwestern
strawberries with the best cultivat.ed varieties.
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